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FORWARD: 

This AIC is issued in the exercise of Director General of Civil Aviation powers by Section 24 of 
Civil Aviation Act 1969. 
 
DCA Malaysia has previously adopted CAP 371 ( UK CAA publication) for its Flight Time 
Limitation Scheme (FTL). Since AIC 5/95 was issued in 14 September 1995, the scheme was well 
accepted by operators in Malaysia. This scheme defines a basic framework for the duty hours 
of flight crew and cabin crew. The application of this scheme by operators to their particular 
set of circumstances remains the responsibility of that operator. Section 2 of this FOD deals 
with the scheme, and the format employed follows a pattern which is designed to lead sensibly 
from section to section. There are flexibility for operators from seeking changes to the maxima 
and minima specified, subject to presentation of a suitable case. It is accepted that all the 
provisions in Section 2 dose not apply to every AOC holder, and that those engaged in air 
taxi/sole-use charter, air ambulance work, and pleasure flying require less complex schemes. 
Again, those preparing FTL schemes of this nature are invited to utilise the relevant applicable 
limitations in the preparation of their individual submission. Any proposed difference will be 
considered on merit. The regulations contained herein set a working pattern for flight crew and 
cabin crew to follow and are designed to prevent the onset of fatigue, and yet allow an 
operator to pursue legitimate business interests. 
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(A).1—Requirement for a fatigue management scheme  
Requirements of the Civil Aviation Regulation 1996 (CAR 1996) and ICAO Annex 6. 

1.1 Part VIII of CAR 1996 - Fatigue of Crew, as amended, requires that the operator of an aircraft to which the 

CAR 1996 applies shall have a scheme for the regulation of flight times of crew and the scheme is approved 

by the Director General of DCA subject to such conditions as he thinks fit. Additionally,ICAO Annex 6 

paragraph 4.2.10 requires that an operator shall formulate rules to limit flight time and flight duty periods 

and for the provision of adequate rest periods for all its crew members. The scheme must be approved by 

the Department Civil Aviation (DCA) and incorporated in the Company Operations Manual, or when an 

Operations Manual is not required by the regulations, included in a separate document. The Operations 

Manual, or separate document, shall be readily available to every person employed by the operator as a 

member of an aircraft crew. 

1.2 The requirements of the regulations apply to an aircraft registered in Malaysia which is either:  

(a) engaged on a flight for the purpose of public transport or  

(b) operated by an air transport undertaking; 

provided that they shall not apply to a flight made for the purpose of instruction in flying, given by or on 

behalf of a flying club or a flying school, or a person who is not an air transport undertaking. 

1.3 In essence, the CAR 1996 requires that a crew member shall not fly, and an operator shall not require him 

to fly, if either has reason to believe that he is suffering, or is likely to suffer while flying, from such fatigue 

as may endanger the safety of the aircraft or of its occupants.  

1.4 A flight crew member is required to inform anyone who employs his services as a flight crew member of 

all flight times and flying duty periods undertaken, whether professionally or privately, except for flying in 

aircraft not exceeding 1,600 kg maximum weight and not flying for the purpose of public transport or 

aerial work. Aerial work includes flying instruction for which the pilot is remunerated. It is also aerial work 

where valuable consideration is given specifically for flying instruction, even if the pilot receives no 

reward. 
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(A).2—General principles for controlling flight, duty and rest time  
2.1 The prime objective of a fatigue management scheme is to ensure that crew members are 

adequately rested at the beginning of each flight duty period and, whilst flying, be sufficiently free 
from fatigue so that they can operate to a satisfactory level of efficiency and safety in all normal 
and abnormal situations. Aircraft operators are expected to appreciate the relationship between 
the frequency and pattern of scheduled flight duty periods and rest periods and time off, and give 
due consideration to the cumulative effects of working long hours interspersed with minimum rest.  

2.2 Planned schedules must allow for flights to be completed within the maximum permitted flying 

duty period. The DCA, when assessing the planning of a schedule will take into account the time 

allowed for pre-flight duties, taxying, the flight and turnaround times. However, it is recognised 

that on occasion a planned flight will experience unforeseen delays. Under these conditions, the 

aircraft commander may, within prescribed conditions, extend an FDP. 

2.3 Other factors to be considered when planning duty periods include:  
(a) the allocation of work patterns which avoid such undesirable practices as alternating day/night 

duties, the positioning of crew so that a serious disruption of established sleep/work patterns 
occur, or scheduling rest periods of between 18 and 30 hours especially after long flights 

crossing many time zones;  
(b) planning days off and notifying crew well in advance;  
(c) consultation between operators and crew to agree basic roster concepts which ensure 

adequate rest prior to flight but, within that constraint, takes account of the commercial 

requirements of the company.  
 

NOTE: DCA will conduct periodic and spot checks on operators' records and aircraft commanders' reports to determine if the planning of 

flight schedules and duty is compatible with the limitations provided for in the operator's scheme. 
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ORO.FTL.105—Definitions: 
Term Definition 

Acclimatised: 

means when a crew member has spent 3 consecutive local nights on the ground 

within a time zone which is 2 hours wide, and is able to take an uninterrupted night’s 

sleep. The crew member will remain acclimatised thereafter until a duty period 

finishes at a place where local time differs by more than 2 hours from that at the 

point of departure 

Contactable: 

means a short period of time during the day, other than on a `day off', during which 

the company requires a crew member to be at an agreed location for the purpose of 

giving notification of a duty period which will commence not less than ten hours 

ahead. The contactable period will be between [*] and [*] local time and shall not 

exceed 2½ hours. 

 

* Times to be inserted by the company. If required, the 2½ hours can be split into 2 

separate periods. Such arrangements must be agreed by the DCA 

Crew/Flight 

Crew/Cabin Crew: 
As defined in the Regulation 2 of the CAR 1996. 

Days Off : 

means periods available for leisure and relaxation free from all duties. A single day 

off shall include 2 local nights, and be of not less than 34 hours. Consecutive days off 

shall include a further local night for each additional consecutive day off. A rest 

period may be included as part of a day off. 

Dispatch crew: 
means a fully qualified and current flight/cabin crew member authorised to carry out 

preflight duties as defined by an operator. 

Duty: 
Any continuous period during which a crew member is required to carry out any task 

associated with the business of an aircraft operator. 

Early Start Duty: means a duty that commences in the period 0500 to 0659 hours local time. 

Flight Time: 

means, in relation to any person, all time spent by that person in an aircraft which 

may or may not be registered in Malaysia, other than an aircraft of which the 

authorised maximum total weight does not exceed 1,600 kilogrammes and which is 

not flying for the purpose of public transport or aerial work, while it is in flight and he 

is carried therein as a member of the crew thereof. 

Flying Duty 

Period(FDP): 

Any time during which a person operates in an aircraft as a member of its crew. It 

starts when the crew member is required by an operator to report for a flight, and 

finishes at on-chocks or engines off, or rotors stopped, on the final sector. 

Late Finish Duty: means a duty that finishes in the period 0100 to 0159 hours local time. 

Local Night: 
means a period of 8 consecutive hours falling between 2200 and 0800 hours local 

time. 

Night Duty: 
means a duty where any part of that duty falls within the period 0200 to 0459 hours 

local time. 

Positioning: 
means transferring a non-operating crew member from place to place as a passenger 

in surface or air transport at the behest of an operator. 

Regular 

when applied to duties that are Late Finishes, Night or Early Starts, means a run of 4 

or 5 consecutive duties, not broken by a period of 34 hours free from such duties, 

contained in a single 7 consecutive day period. 
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Term Definition 

Reporting Time: The time at which a crew member is required by an operator to report for any duty. 

Reserve’ 

A period of time during which a crew member is required by the operator to be 

available to receive an assignment for an FDP, positioning or other duty notified at 

least 10 hours in advance. 

Rest Period: 
A period of time before starting a flying duty period which is designed to give crew 

members adequate opportunity to rest before a flight.. 

Rostered/Planned 

duty: 

A duty period, or series of duty periods, with stipulated start and finish times, 

notified by the operator to crew in advance. 

Rostering Period: A number of consecutive weeks, usually 4, but defined by the operator. 

Scheduled Duty: 
The allocation of a specific flight or flights or other duties to a crew member within 

the pre notified rostered/planned series of duty periods. 

Sector: 
The time between an aircraft first moving under its own power until it next comes to 

rest after landing, on the designated parking position. 

Split Duty: 
A flying duty period which consists of two or more sectors, separated by less than a 

minimum rest period. 

Standby Duty: 

A period during which an operator places restraints on a crew member who would 

otherwise be off duty. However, it shall not include any time during which an 

operator requires a crew member to be contactable for the purpose of giving 

notification of a duty which is due to start 10 hours or more ahead. 

Suitable 

Accommodation: 

A well furnished bedroom which is subject to minimum noise, is well ventilated, and 

has the facility to control the levels of light and temperature. 

Travelling: 
All time spent by a crew member transitting between the place of rest, and the place 

of reporting for duty. 

Week: 
A period of 7 consecutive days starting at any set time and on any set day as specified 

and stated by the operator. 
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Additional Definitions 
Term Definition 

Augmented flight 
crew: 

A flight crew that comprises more than the minimum number required to operate the 
aeroplane and in which each flight crew member can leave 

Cabin Crewmember 
(CCM): 

means a crew member who performs, in the interests of safety of passengers, duties 
assigned by the operator or the pilot-in-command of the aircraft, but who shall not act 
as a flight crew member. 

calendar day means a 24-hour period from 0000 through 2359 using base time 

Commander: 
The pilot in command: The pilot designated by the operator being in command and 
charged with the safe conduct of a flight. 

Crew member(CM): A person assigned by an operator to perform duty on an aircraft. 

daylight time 
(daylight 

saving time) 
(Summer Time) 

(DST) 

Daylight saving time (DST) or summer time is the practice of advancing clocks during 
the lighter months so that evenings have more apparent daylight and mornings 
have less. Typically clocks are adjusted forward one hour near the start of spring 
and are adjusted backward in the autumn. 

Fatigue: 
means physiological state of reduced mental or physical performance capability 
resulting from sleep loss or extended wakefulness, circadian phase, or workload 
(mental and/or physical activity) that can impair a crew member’s 

Flight Crew 
member (FCM): 

means, in relation to an aircraft, those members of the crew of the aircraft who 
respectively undertake to act as pilot, flight navigator, flight engineer and flight 
radiotelephony operator of the aircraft. 

FRMS: 
A data-driven means of continuously monitoring and managing fatigue-related safety 
risks, based upon scientific principles and knowledge as well as operational experience 
that aims to ensure relevant personnel are performing at adequate levels of alertness. 

FRMS Policy: 

A required component of an FRMS. THE FRMS Policy must: identify the elements of the 
FRMS and its scope; reflect the shared responsibility of all stakeholders in the FRMS; 
state the safety objectives of the FRMS; be signed by the accountable executive of the 
organisation; be communicated throughout the organisation; declares management 
commitment to effective safety reporting, to providing adequate resourcing for the 
FRMS, and to continuous improvement of the FRMS; identify clear lines of 
accountability for the functioning of the FRMS; and require periodic reviews of the 
FRMS. 

Long Range 
Operation: 

Any operation that involves a sector with planned flight time greater than 7 hours 

operating crew 
member (OCM) 

means a crew member carrying out duties in an aircraft during a sector  
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Term Definition 

Rest facility 
means a bunk, seat, room, or other accommodation that provides a crewmember 

with a sleep opportunity onboard the aircraft. 

:Class 1 rest facility 

means a bunk or other surface that allows for a flat sleeping position and is located 

separate from both the flight deck and passenger cabin in an area that is 

temperature-controlled, allows the crewmember to control light, and provides 

isolation from noise and disturbance. 

:Class 2 rest facility 

means a seat in an aircraft cabin that allows for a flat or near flat sleeping position; is 

separated from passengers by a minimum of a curtain to provide darkness and some 

sound mitigation; and is reasonably free from disturbance by passengers or 

crewmembers. 

:Class 3 rest facility 
means a seat in an aircraft cabin or flight deck that reclines at least 40 degrees and 

provides leg and foot support. 

standard time 
(STD) 

the official local time of a region or country determined by the distance from 
Greenwich of a line of longitude passing through the area 

 

The above additional terms and definitions are used to aid in clarification and understanding of the regulations. 

 

Authors note: Airlines should be aware when CM’s will be impacted by a transition between STD and DST. The 

impact is that the WOCL will not be in synch with definitions of WOCL.  

The STD/DST transition reduces the window for a LNR, while a DST/STD transition will increase the window for a 

LNR.  
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Acclimatisation: 

Status  

• Acclimated - when a CM has adjusted to a local time zone. 

• Un-acclimated - when a CM has entered a local time zone and has not adjusted to the local 
time zone. 

Theater 

• Based upon the difference in time zone from where the CM was last acclimated to. 

• Is 5 time zones wide centered upon the Time Zone where the crew member is acclimated.  

• Example: KUL is UTC + 8, the time zones a CM is acclimated to are UTC+6, UTC+7, UTC+8, UTC+9 
and UTC+10.  

 
Depiction of Theater 

 

In the examples above a duty period from KUL (UTC+8) to NRT (UTC+9) remains with the theater, thereby the 

crewmember remains acclimated to KUL time.  

A duty period from KUL to BOM (UTC + 5:30) exits the theater, thereby the crewmember will be in an un-

acclimated state and will require to undergo-adaptation before resuming operations under Acclimated 

limitations. 

• When a CM exits a theater, that individual is Un-acclimated, and will remain in such a state until 
they have acclimated to the local surroundings. 

• A CM begins time within a new theater at release time. 
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Acclimatization Process 

Acclimatization process is also known as re-adaptation. 

Flying across time zones exposes the circadian body clock to sudden shifts in the day/night cycle. 
Because of its sensitivity to light and (to a lesser extent) social time cues, the circadian body clock will 
eventually adapt to a new time zone. 

• A CM may be considered at time of report for a FDP as acclimated to any location if the 
following occurs:  
o The total time within a single theater for 54 hours or more, and  
o The total time encompasses 3 local nights, and  
o Has been given a local nights rest of 8:00 between 22:00 and 08:00 

• Once a CM has achieved an Acclimated status:  
o The CM's Reference Time Zone (RTZ) is reset to the Time Zone of the station at the point of 

acclimatization. 

Window of Circadian Low (WOCL): 

Shall be based upon the CM's reference time zone (RTZ). 

Is between 02:00 and 05:00 (inclusive). 

FDP time: 

For an OCM assigned to a duty period that contains flight time: 

 The start of the FDP is at the report time (UTC) of the duty period. 

 The end of the FDP is at the arrival time of the last operating (working) flight (UTC) before the start of a 

rest period. 

 Ferry Flights are considered working flights. 
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Rest Periods and Breaks: 

Rest Period: 

A Rest Period begins when a crew member is released from duty until the crew member reports for the next 

duty. When the airline is responsible to provide a rest accommodation, Travel time to/from the accommodation 

and Sleep opportunity must be considered.  
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Break: 

A Break - is not considered a Rest Period, it is used to extend FDP limitations using Split Duty rules. The 

minimum time for a Duty Break is 3 hours. 

 

Author’s note:  

The operator should specify the times in its Operations Manual (OM) the minimum durations of: 

 Post-Flight Duty 

 Pre-Flight Duty  

 Travel Time to/from accommodation,  

The operator should consider airport, time of day, aircraft type when specifying the minimums above. 

The absolute minimum ground time between to flights that may be considered a break is 3:30, 

Break = Ground Time – (Post-Flight Duty + Pre-Flight Duty + Travel Times) 

3:00 = 3:30 – 0:30, 

However the ground time will most likely increase due to values in the OM, 

Example: 3:00 = 5:00 – (0:30 + 1:00 + 0:15 + 0:15) 
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Local Night Rest (LNR): 
1. Must include: 

a. 8 consecutive hours  

b. that starts at or before 00:00 (local time) and 

c. ends at or after 06:00 (local time) 

Single day free from duty (SDFD) 
means a time free of all duties at base consisting of a single day and two 

LNRs. 

Two days free from duty (TDFD) 
means a time free of all duties at base consisting of a two consecutive 

days and three LNRs. 

The minimum time for a LNR is 8:00.  

The minimum time for a SDFD is 34:00. 

The minimum time for a TDFD is 54:00. 

 

 Example 1 – show a 10 hours rest period from 22:00 to 08:00, this qualifies as a LNR.  
 Example 2 – has a 10 hour rest period with 8 hours during the LNR period from 00:00 to 08:00, the rest from 

08:00 to 10:00 is not applied towards the LNR.  
 Example 3 – has a 10 hour rest period with 8 hours during LNR period from 22:00 to 06:00, the rest from 

20:00 to 22:00 is not applied towards the LNR  
 Example 4 – has a rest period from 01:00 to 06:00 the following day, the rest from 01:00 to 08:00 is not 

applied towards the LNR since it is insufficient in duration, the rest from 08:00 to 22:00 also is not applied 
towards the LNR, the rest from 22:00 to 06:00 the next days is applied toward the LNR, it falls within the 
window and is of sufficient duration.  

 Example 5 – has a rest period from 07:00 to 06:00 the following day, the rest from 07:00 to 08:00 is not 
applied towards the LNR since it is insufficient in duration, the rest from 08:00 to 22:00 also is not applied 
towards the LNR, the rest from 22:00 to 06:00 the next days is applied toward the LNR, it falls within the 
window and is of sufficient duration.  

 Example 6 – has a rest period from 06:00 to 05:00 the following day, the rest from 06:00 to 08:00 is not 
applied towards the LNR since it is insufficient in duration, the rest from 08:00 to 22:00 also is not applied 
towards the LNR, the rest from 22:00 to 05:00 the next days is not applied towards the LNR since it is 
insufficient in duration.  

 Example 7 – has a rest period from 11:00 to 06:00 the following day, the rest from 11:00 to 22:00 is not 
applied towards the LNR, the rest from 22:00 to 06:00 the next days is applied toward the LNR, and it falls 
within the window and is of sufficient duration.  

 Example 8 – has a rest period from 00:00 to 12:00 the following day, the rest from 00:00 to 08:00 is applied 
towards the LNR since it is of sufficient in duration, the rest from 08:00 to 22:00 is not applied towards the 
LNR , the rest from 22:00 to 08:00 the next days is applied toward the LNR, it falls within the window and is 
of sufficient duration, the rest from 08:00 to 12:00 is not applied toward the LNR. The total amount of rest 
is 36 hours with 2 LNR‘s. The rest period qualifies as a SDFD. 
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 Example 9 – has a rest period from 01:00 to 13:00 the following day, the rest from 01:00 to 08:00 is not 
applied towards the LNR since it is of insufficient in duration, the rest from 08:00 to 22:00 is not applied 
towards the LNR , the rest from 22:00 to 08:00 the next days is applied toward the LNR, it falls within the 
window and is of sufficient duration, the rest from 08:00 to 13:00 is not applied toward the LNR. The total 
amount of rest is 36 hours with 1 LNR  

Applied Crew Schemes: 
Crew Schemes are also known as crew complements. The positions Captain (CA) and First Officer (FO), 
refers to individuals who hold the Required Qualifications to Operate in that specific position, versus 
the Rank of the individual. Individual Airline designations may apply differently. 

When any additional Operating Crew Member is carried to provide in-flight relief with the intent of 
extending an FDP, that individual shall hold qualifications which are equal or superior to those held by 
the crew member who is to be rested. 

Standard Flightcrew: 

• Flight operations which operate with only one (1) CA and one (1) FO. 

• Any aircraft that lacks a Class 1, 2 or 3 on-board rest facility, or 

Augmented Flightcrew: 

• All flight operations within the FDP must operate with at least, two (2) CA’s and one (1) (FO) 

• Augmented Flightcrew must be assigned to an aircraft that has a Class 1, 2 or 3 on-board rest 
facility. 

Heavy Flightcrew: 

• All flight operations within the FDP must operate with two (2) CA’s and two (2) FO’s 

• Heavy Flightcrew must be assigned to an aircraft that has a Class 1, 2 or 3 on-board rest facility. 

Standard Cabin crew: 

• Flight operations, which operate with the minimum required cabin crew, based upon seating 
capacity and operating requirements. 

• Any aircraft that lacks a Class 1, 2 or 3 on-board rest facility. 

Augmented Cabin crew: 

• Flight operations which operate with the minimum required cabin crew based upon seating 
capacity and operating requirements plus additional cabin crew and allows for each cabin 
crewmember to be relieved of required tasks during a flight. 
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In-Flight Rest Requirements: 

Permits extension above scheduled FDP limits. May not be combined with Split Duty Extensions. 

Augmented and Heavy Flightcrew Schemes: 

• An inflight rest period is only applied during cruise, not during the take-off or landing phases of 
a flight.  
o Takeoff phase - is generally the first 30 to 45 minutes of a flight. 
o Landing phase - is generally the last 30 to 45 minutes of a flight. 

• An inflight rest period for each flightcrew member must allow for 3:00 of rest.  
o Best practices suggest that the inflight rest periods also allow for the impacts of 'sleep 

inertia', 10-15 minutes. 

 

Example 1: legal for a 3 pilot flightcrew, complies with the requirement for 3 hrs inflight rest in the, the inflight rest do not 

overlap. 

Example 2: legal for a 4 pilot flightcrew only, the inflight rest periods must overlap. 
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Night Duty / Early Start / Late Finish: 

Night Duty Period (NDP): 

• Night Time is defined as 02:00 and 04:59 in the local time zone 

• Is a Duty Period, which infringes upon any portion of Night Time. 

 

• Consecutive NDPs are those, which occur during the Night Time on consecutive calendar days. 

Early Start: 

• Early Time is defined as 05:00 and 06:59 in the local time zone. 

• Is a Duty Period which starts (Reports) during the period of Early Time. 

 

Late Finish: 

• Late Time is defined as 01:00 and 01:59 in the local time zone. 

• Is a Duty Period which ends (Releases) during the period of Late Time. 
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Split Duty: 

 

• Is a FDP, which contains a Break of at least 3 hours in a ground rest facility. 
• May be applied to a FDP at any time of the day. 
• Break is less than a Required Rest Period. 
• Break is considered FDP as well as Duty. 
• Break requires a Suitable Accommodation if the Break is 6 hours or more, or touches the WOCL. 
• FDP is measured from Report to Arrival of Last Operating Flight. 
• Is only applied to duties that operate under Standard Crew Schemes. 

Permits extensions above the scheduled FDP limits by 50 % of the break. 
 

Cumulative Flight Time and Cumulative Duty time 

 

All cumulative values are across calendar periods. 

Only the portion of the Duty Time or Flight Time that falls within the calendar day/month period. 

Duty time is accumulated across 7, 14 and 28 calendar days, and across 12 calendar months. 

Flight Time is accumulated across 28 calendar days, and across 12 calendar months.  

Airport Standby (ASB) is counted in full towards the Cumulative Duty Limits. 

Standby (SBY) not at the airport is counted in full towards the Cumulative Duty limits except under the following 

conditions: 

 The notice is 3 times the minimum report time, thereby only one half of the time on SBY is applied 

towards the Cumulative Duty Limits. 

 The SBY is undertaken during the period 2200 to 0600 and the CM can take an undisturbed rest and the 

CM is not called out for duty, thereby only one half of the time on SBY is applied towards the Cumulative 

Duty Limits. 
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Application of Regulations: 

Standard Crew Complement: 

ORO.FTL.205(f) —Limits on Two Flight Crew Long Range Operations  

When an aeroplane flight crew is only two pilots, the allowable FDP shall be calculated as follows: 

 A sector scheduled for more than 7 hours is considered as a multi-sector flight, as below: 

Scheduled Sector Length / Times Acclimatized Not Acclimatized 

7 – 9 hours 2 sectors 4 sectors 

9-11 hours 3 sectors 4 sectors 

Over 11 hours 4 sectors Not applicable 

ORO.FTL.205(e)—Maximum FDP 

Table A – Two or more Flight Crew- Acclimatised 

Local Time of Start 
Sectors – Flight Crewmember in an Acclimated State 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 or more 

06:00 – 07:59 13:00 12:15 11:30 10:45 10:00 9:30 9:00 9:00 

08:00 – 12:59 14:00 13:15 11:45 11:15 10:45 10:15 9:45 9:30 

13:00 – 17:59 13:00 12:15 11:30 10:45 10:00 9:30 9:00 9:00 

18:00 – 21:59 12:00 11:15 10:30 9:45 9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00 

22:00 – 05:59 11:00 10:15 9:30 9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00 

• Use the start time of the FDP (Adjusted to Reference Time Zone) and apply the number of 
sectors within the FDP.  

• Should be done for each sector (Leg). 
 

Example: 

Report 925   ELAPSED MAX MAX EXT 

FLT DEP   ARR   BLOCK FDP DUTY SK FDP CMD EXT 

1 KUL 1025 SIN 1120 055 155 155 1400 1700 

2 SIN 1315 KUL 1415 100 450 450 1315 1615 

3 KUL 1710 SIN 1810 100 845 845 1145 1445 

4 SIN 1915 KUL 2025 110 1100 1100 1115 1415 

Acclimated  
 Standard Crew  

Total 405 1100   

Release 2055 1945 2245 

Duty Time 1130 1145 1445 

Maximum Scheduled FDP in RED. 
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Maximum daily FDP for a crew member in an Unknown State of Acclimatisation shall use the following table: 

Table B Two or more Flight Crew - Not Acclimatised 

Length of preceding rest(hours) 
Sectors – Flight Crewmember Not Acclimated 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more 

Up to 18 or over 30 13:00 12:15 11:30 10:45 10:00 9:15 9:00 

Between 18 and 30 11:30 11:00 10:30 9:45 9:00 9:00 9:00 
  

• NOTE: The practice of inserting a short duty into a rest period of between 18 and 30 hours. 
In order to produce a rest period of less than 18 hours, thereby taking advantage of the 
longer FDP contained in Table B, is not permitted. 

 

• Apply the number of sectors within the FDP.  

• Should be done for each sector (Leg) 
 

Example:  

Report 1225   ELAPSED MAX MAX EXT 

FLT DEP   ARR   BLOCK FDP DUTY SK FDP CMD EXT 

1 KUL 1325 SIN 1420 055 155 155 1130 1430 

2 SIN 1515 KUL 1615 100 450 450 1100 1400 

3 KUL 1710 SIN 1810 100 545 645 1030 1330 

4 SIN 1915 KUL 2025 110 800 800 945 1245 

Not Acclimated  
 Standard Crew  

Preceding rest period of 24:00 

Total 405 800   

Release 2055 2240 0040 

Duty Time 830 1015 1215 

Maximum Scheduled FDP in RED. 

Example:  

Report 1225   ELAPSED MAX MAX EXT 

FLT DEP   ARR   BLOCK FDP DUTY SK FDP CMD EXT 

1 KUL 1325 SIN 1420 055 155 155 1300 1600 

2 SIN 1515 KUL 1615 100 450 450 1215 1515 

3 KUL 1710 SIN 1810 100 545 545 1130 1430 

4 SIN 1915 KUL 2025 110 800 800 1045 1345 

Not Acclimated  
 Standard Crew  

Preceding rest period of 14:00 

Total 405 800   

Release 2055 2340 0140 

Duty Time 930 1115 1315 

Maximum Scheduled FDP in RED. 

Authors Note: It is important to calculate the scheduled FDP limitation with each leg, as this determines when a 

leg is operating under extended FDP limits. 
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ORO.FTL.220—Split Duty 

Consecutive Hours 
Rest 

Maximum Extension of FDP 

Less than 3 hours Nil 

3 to 10 hours A period equal to half of the consecutive hours taken. 
 

The FDP must contain a break on the ground of no less than 3 hours (3:00). 

Is only applied as an extension to the Scheduled FDP Limits in (B)10 Maximum FDP 

Example: 

Report 825   ELAPSED MAX 
SK FDP 

SPLIT 
FDP 

MAX EXT 
CMD EXT FLT DEP   ARR   BLOCK FDP DUTY 

1 KUL 925 SIN 1020 55 155 155 1400 1400 1700 

2 SIN 1215 KUL 1315 100 450 450 1315 1315 1615 

BREAK KUL 1330 KUL 1630   805 805 Break is 3:00 / Ext is 1:30 

3 KUL 1710 SIN 1810 100 945 945 1145 1315 1615 

4 SIN 1915 KUL 2025 110 1200 1200 1115 1245 1545 

Split Duty Standard Crew 

Total 405 1200   

Release 2055 1945 2140 40 

Duty Time 1200 1145 1315 1615 

Required Rest After DP 1200 1215 1315 161 

 

Split FDP values in RED. 
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ORO.FTL.205(b)—Late Finishing Duties/Night Duties/Early Start Duties: 

• General Rule 

 

o No more than 3 duties that overlap any portion of the time from 22:00 to 06:59 on 
consecutive calendar days. 

o No more than 4 duties in any 7 consecutive calendar days. 
o Consecutive Duties are broken by a span of time of no less than 34:00 from the end of one 

LF/ND/ES and the next. 

ORO.FTL.205(b)—Consecutive Night Duties (CND): 

• Standard Interpretation 
o Before starting a series of Consecutive Night Duties (CND), a crewmember will be relieved 

of all duties during the period that includes 20:00 to 08:00 local time preceding the start of 
the series of.  

 

o If the Start of the series of CND begins earlier than 08:00 then the minimum rest period is 
equal to the following formula: 
 Minimum Rest Before = Start time of CND + 28:00  
 Example: 31:00 = 03:00 + 28:00  
 Example: 28:30 = 00:30 + 28:00 

o If the Start of the series of CND begins after 08:00 then the minimum rest period is equal to 
the following formula: 
 Minimum Rest Before = Start time of CND + 04:00  
 Example: 23:00 = 19:00 + 04:00 
 Example: 26:00 = 22:00 + 04:00 

Authors Note: By ensuring a LNR before the start of the series of CND’s, the undesirable practice of day to night 

transition will be avoided. ((A)2.3.a refers) 
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Augmented Crew Complements: 

ORO.FTL.205(g)—Extension of Flying duty period by In- flight relief  

If a crewmember is provided inflight rest greater than or equal to 3:00 the Maximum FDP in (B)10 may be 

increased as follows: 

 Bunk Seat 

Permitted 
Extension  

50% of the Inflight rest to a maximum of 
18:00 

33% of the in-flight rest given to a maximum of 
15:00 

• (i) When any additional Operating Crew Member is carried to provide in-flight relief with 
the intent of extending an FDP, that individual shall hold qualifications which are equal or 
superior to those held by the crew member who is to be rested. To take advantage of this 
facility the division of duty and rest between crew members must be kept in balance. It is 
unnecessary for the relieving crew member to rest in between the times relief is provided for 
other crew members. 

• (ii) When in-flight relief is utilized, there must be for the crew members resting, a 
comfortable reclining seat reclining more than 40 degrees and provide foot, legs and 
arm rests, or a crew rest compartment with a bunk or equivalent flat-bed first or business 
class seat, separated by at least a side seat (where possible) from any passenger and screened 
from the flight deck, 

• (iii) As a contingency procedure in case of unforeseen circumstances that make the 
accepted in-flight rest facility unserviceable, an equivalent rest facility according t o  the 
configuration/layout of the passenger cabin has to be assigned to the affected crew member. 
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ORO.FTL.205(l)—Cabin crew requirements 

Maximum Flight Duty Period: 

Local Time of Start 
Sectors – Cabin Crewmember in an Acclimated State 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 or more 

06:00 – 07:59 14:00 13:15 12:30 11:45 11:00 10:30 10:00 10:00 

08:00 – 12:59 15:00 14:15 12:45 12:15 11:45 11:15 10:45 10:30 

13:00 – 17:59 14:00 13:15 12:30 11:45 11:00 10:30 10:00 10:00 

18:00 – 21:59 13:00 12:15 11:30 10:45 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 

22:00 – 05:59 12:00 11:15 10:30 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 

 

Length of preceding rest(hours) 
Sectors – Cabin Crewmember Not Acclimated  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7or more 

Up to 18 or over 30 14:00 13:15 12:30 11:45 11:00 10:15 10:00 

Between 18 and 30 12:30 12:00 11:30 10:45 10:00 10:00 10:00 

Cumulative Duty Time: 

 55 Scheduled duty hours in any 7 consecutive days; 

 60 Actual duty hours in any 7 consecutive days; 

 95 duty hours in any 14 consecutive days;  

 190 duty hours in any 28 consecutive days. 
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Rest Period 

Rest Away From Base 

Condition 
Required 

Rest 
before 

Reduced 
Rest 

Compensatory 
Rest 

Minimum time 
in Suitable 

Accommodation 

Preceding 
Duty period 

is greater 
than 11:00 

Length of 
Preceding 

Duty 
Period 

Not 
permitted 

Not applicable 9:00 

Preceding 
Duty is less 
than 11:00 

11:00 10:00 

Required rest 
period only – 
may not be 

reduced when 
FDP has been 

extended 

9:00 

 

Rest At Base 

Condition 
Required 

Rest 
before 

Reduced 
Rest 

Compensatory 
Rest 

Preceding 
Duty period 

is greater 
than 11:00 

Length of 
Preceding 

Duty 
Period 

11:00 

Required rest 
period only – 
may not be 

reduced when 
FDP has been 

extended 

Preceding 
Duty is less 
than 11:00 

11:00 
Not 

permitted 
Not applicable 

• If the preceding duty period, which includes any time spent on positioning, exceeded 8 hours, 
then the ensuing rest period must include a local night. 

• After being called out from a standby duty the length of minimum rest shall be determined by 
the length of standby duty, plus any time spent on positioning, and any FDP completed. 
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All Crew Complements: 

ORO.FTL.205(h)—Aircraft commander’s discretion to extend a flying duty period: 

Before Take-off: 

 The maximum planned extension for standard flight crew and standard cabin crew is 3 hours (3:00) 

above the scheduled FDP limits in (B)10, 11,12 or 13. 

 

After Take-off: 

 May continue as long as necessary to land at the next Destination / Alternate Aerodrome. 

Example: 

Report 1225   ELAPSED MAX MAX EXT 

FLT DEP   ARR   BLOCK FDP DUTY SK FDP CMD EXT 

1 KUL 1325 SIN 1420 055 155 155 1400 1700 

2 SIN 1515 KUL 1615 100 450 450 1315 1615 

3 KUL 1710 SIN 1810 100 545 545 1145 1445 

4 SIN 1915 KUL 2025 110 800 800 1115 1415 

Acclimated Standard Crew 

Total 405 800   

Release 2055 0010 0310 

Duty Time 830 1145 1445 

Maximum Commander FDP Extensions in RED. 

ORO.FTL.210(a) — Cumulative Flight Time  

 100 hours of flight time in any 28 consecutive days;  

 900 hours of flight time in any 12 consecutive calendar months. 

ORO.FTL.210(b) — Cumulative Duty Time 

 55 Scheduled duty hours in any 7 consecutive days; 

 60 Actual duty hours in any 7 consecutive days; 

 95 duty hours in any 14 consecutive days;  

 190 duty hours in any 28 consecutive days. 
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ORO.FTL.235—Rest Period 

Rest Away From Base 

Condition 
Required 

Rest 
before 

Reduced 
Rest 

Compensatory 
Rest 

Minimum time 
in Suitable 

Accommodation 

Preceding 
Duty period 

is greater 
than 12:00 

Length of 
Preceding 

Duty 
Period 

Not 
permitted 

Not applicable 10:00 

Preceding 
Duty is less 
than 12:00 

12:00 11:00 

Required rest 
period only – 
may not be 

reduced when 
FDP has been 

extended 

10:00 

 

Rest At Base 

Condition 
Required 

Rest 
before 

Reduced 
Rest 

Compensatory 
Rest 

Preceding 
Duty period 

is greater 
than 12:00 

Length of 
Preceding 

Duty 
Period 

12:00 

Required rest 
period only – 
may not be 

reduced when 
FDP has been 

extended 

Preceding 
Duty is less 
than 12:00 

12:00 
Not 

permitted 
Not applicable 

• If the preceding duty period, which includes any time spent on positioning, exceeded 8 hours, 
then the ensuing rest period must include a local night. 

• After being called out from a standby duty the length of minimum rest shall be determined by 
the length of standby duty, plus any time spent on positioning, and any FDP completed. 

 

Note:  

1. A reduced rest following a FDP that has been extended due to unforeseen circumstances is only 

permitted with the Pilot in Commands discretion under (B)16.  

2. When such circumstances occur, the FDP following the reduced rest be reduced by the same amount. 
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ORO.FTL.205(j)—Days off  

 

From the scheduled release of a duty period, looking back 7 calendar days, a single day free of duty (SDFD) 

which includes two local nights rest (LNR) must be found within the same 7 calendar day period. 

 

From the release of a duty period, looking back 14 calendar days, two days free of duty (TDFD) which includes 

three local nights rest (LNR) must be found within the same 14 calendar day period. 
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A Crew member must be able to lookback 28 calendar days and find a total of 7 days free of duty. 

A Crew member must be able to lookback 84 calendar days and find a total of 24 days free of duty. 
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ORO.FTL.205(d)—Delayed Reporting Time in a Single FDP  

 

 

Amount of Notification FDP Limits Based ON FDP Start Time 

>= 10 hours Revised FDP Start Revised FDP Start 

>= 4 hours and 
 < 10 hours 

Is the more limiting of: 

 Original FDP Start 

 Revised FDP Start 

Original FDP Start 
Time plus 4:00 

< 4 hours Original FDP Start Original FDP Start 
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ORO.FTL.225—Airport Standby (ASB) 

 

1) FDP is considered to start at start of ASB. 

2) A CM assigned to an ASB that does not lead to a FDP must be released into a rest period no less than 

12:00. 

3) The maximum time a CM  may serve on ASB is 12:00. 

4) All time on ASB/Combined ASB & FDP counts towards the Cumulative Duty Limitations under 

ORO.FTL.210(b). 
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ORO.FTL.225—Standby (SBY): 

 

1) A CM assigned to an SBY that does not lead to a FDP must be released into a rest period no less 

than 12:00. 

2) The maximum time a CM  may serve on SBY is 12:00. 

3) FDP is considered to start at start of FDP when a CM is assigned to report for an FDP. 

4) The FDP assigned to a CM on SBY for less than 6:00 will be: 

a. limited to the FDP limits as defined in ORO.FTL.205(b)(e)(f)(g) and ORO.FTL.220 

b. FDP starts at report time of the FDP 

5) The FDP assigned to a CM on SBY for 6:00 or more will be: 

a. Limited to the more limiting of 

i. the FDP limits in ORO.FTL.205(b)(e)(f)(g) and ORO.FTL.220 using the SBY start 

time 

ii. the FDP limits in ORO.FTL.205(b)(e)(f)(g) and ORO.FTL.220 using the FDP start 

time reduced by the amount of SBY time in excess of 6:00 

b. A SBY undertaken during the period from 20:00 to 06:00 and with less than 2:00 time 

from Time of Notification to Start of the FDP will be: 

i. Limited to the FDP limits in ORO.FTL.205(b)(e)(f)(g) and ORO.FTL.220 using the 

FDP start time 
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ORO.FTL.230 — Reserve (RSV)  

 

The minimum time from the time a CM is notified until the CM is required to report for a FDP/ASB/SBY is 10:00. 

The time a CM serves on RSV is not regarded as Rest for the purposes of Day off requirements and rest 

requirements. 

 


